
{p7} do-it Object Performance 
Problem:
Building upon what you have learned in your previous time based projects, 
create a 60 second live performance, centered around a specific object 
{chosen exclusively from the list below}. Consider how you can present/
introduce/encounter/confront/retreat/respond/tell a story utilizing this object 
in a unique + creative way.  

Choose ONLY ONE of the following objects to build your performance around:
SHOE
CHAIR
STRING

The size/measurement + specific make/model of the single object is up to you.
You have an opportunity to be formally + conceptually thoughtful with your choices

Performance Parameters:
Must involve only YOU {no collaborations; only solo performances}
Location is the WASH building {space between the projector and the studio tables}
You can ONLY use ONE prop from the list above 
You may NOT use spoken language
You may choose to use sound and or noise
No background music
Must exist within a 60 second time frame {practice!!!}
 
Form + Concept {store research in visual journal DUE DURING NEXT VJ Check}
+ Investigate the history/meaning/associations/formal qualities of your chosen object
+ Draw your object from several angles/perspectives {at least five drawings}
+ Create a storyboard of your performance plan
+ Consider both formal and conceptual possibilities of your ACTION vs. STILLNESS
+ You will have a live audience, how will you engage them and what will be 
happening within the 60 seconds? 
+ How will you enter+exit the performance space? 
+ What is the goal of your performance? What are you trying to say?
+ How will you address: perspective, clothing, costuming, attitude, gesture, 
movement, proximity, balance, expression, action, inaction, use of space, interaction 
or acknowledgement of the viewer, tension, emotion, time, rhythm & repetition?
+ What is your relationship with/to your object during your performance? Ritual? 
Endurance? Confrontational? Peaceful?
+ How do you anticipate your performance to be received?
+ What scares/make you nervous about this project?

Timeline:
Live Performances will occur on Monday {11.25} + Tuesday {11.26}

ValeriePowell@shsu.edu	 	 RonHollingshead@shsu.edu

WASH
  {Workshop in Art Studio + History} 

Space
aesthetics
action
audience
authorship
balance
body
composition
costume
concept
control
density
focal point
formal choices
gesture
hesitation
idea
inaction
informed artistic choices
intentional
interpretation
live performance
movement
pause
perspective
proximity
repetition
space
speech
sound
speed
stillness
tension
time based
theme
tone
viewer
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